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Amoeba sisters cellular respiration worksheet

Scroll down on this page under the Purple Terms of Use box to find the following recently added 2020 themes! Remember that the topics are alphabetical! :)Archaea ATP Autotrophic and HeterotrophsCirculatory System Sodium-Potassium Pump Immune System Hardy-Weinberg Note: Watch the latest video: CER! We don't have a source for cer video yet, but we'll add it here
when we do. Ok, friends, we've done a lot of things and this site is massive. You asked if we could help make things more comfortable by offering one component of our free recap handouts together. Ta Da! Our dropbox folder has 44 free PDF handouts [from November 2020] that all come from this site! Three things to know: A) The first PDF in the folder recalls the terms of use
and addresses some of the main issues we receive regarding our free handouts. B) The folder contains our alphabetically free recap handouts only from November 2020, but you can still scroll down on this page to see each alphabetical theme, and we link there to multiple items like our comics, GIFs, and our TpT resources for each topic on this page. If you've never used our
video feeds before, we strongly recommend that you move up to this page by topic first, as the folder will be overwhelming otherwise. C) We have an unusual model because our videos are free, and so are most of our handouts. 43 of these 44 free flyers have official keys that we offer at TpT to help support our work, and we offer them individually or in one mega package.
(Security is one we didn't delay due to different room layouts, but we were recently asked to create one for part - may come later!) When we started our YouTube channel, it was hosting a biology video we made that we thought might be useful. We made more. We never imagined we'd ever get anywhere near 1 million YouTube subscribers. But - it looks like in a few months - we
could actually achieve, y'all! Maybe April? May? If you want to subscribe to our YouTube channel (which you can do for all YouTube channels you like; it's free to subscribe to), you may be notified when we release a new video. Our videos are free, and we intend to keep it that way. :) Our resources are a tool - and like any tool- efficiency is largely based on how it is used. Please
check out our suggested usage information below for some useful tips! Video death stencils with notes What are the handouts? FREE and select recap handouts to use video cartoons (drawn by Petunia) to help students connect to content after watching one of our short videos. They contain questions that can be used as a formative evaluation to quickly determine what needs to
be addressed in the classroom. Many questions are open and students to insert their own words (or drawings). All recap substrates are in grid format. Recommended recapitulation issue Thoughts: (1) Use 1-2 grid boxes at once as tickets to exit the classroom in the last 5 minutes of the class. If printed, they are all printed forward - &gt; back. Students can hand you a pitting pass
when they walk out the classroom door. These formative checks can be used to start a discussion the next morning and provide feedback- no need for a degree. The next set of grid fields can then continue to serve as a series of output tickets for several days. (2) Project the substrate using the projector. Let students fill 1-2 boxes as mentioned above as a warm-up or exit ticket in
class, but let them record their answers on their own paper or on the equipment they use. (There's a zoom feature on the Adobe PDF reader so you can zoom in on the handout). Students can organize their answers in their notes, interactive notebook, etc. Where can I find recap handouts? FREE student recap handouts are available for download on this page. You'll need to
scroll down about a third of the way down on this page under the purple terms of use box to see where topics (alphabetical listing) start. Click the topic to expand. If the topic offers free student recap handouts, you'll see a button that says Recap- Améba Sisters PDF. All our free resources are located on this page; we like to avoid double posting of our free items to other places.
Note Select the recap handouts are in the TpT column for specific topics on this page – or see all select recap handouts here. Select recaps are different from free recaps only because they contain their own key answers and tend to focus on a more specialized topic. Video month templates with comments about and suggested use: Our annotated video script templates include an
informal version of our video script with slight improvements to define sentences and remove fill words to help you with your notes. They have an annotation key that asks students to (1) highlight parts of the transcript they already knew (on which to build), (2) highlight key information that is new to them, (3) come up with their own questions, and (4) underscore vocabulary. The
template has a spacious right reserve for students to outline concepts that are memorable or relevant to them. It's important to note that these templates aren't the same as real-time video captions (available for all of our YouTube videos) because they've been edited for better annotation capability. We also don't recommend that students annote the template at the same time as
watching the video! That would be a pace that could be overwhelming; these are intended for use after students have watched the video. Where can I find them? Linked in this handout page next to certain topics for Teachers Pay Teachers (TpT). You will need to scroll down about a third of the way down on this Terms of use to see where topics start (alphabetical listing). Or you
can see all the templates together here.  P.S. All our non-electrized themes already include a video script template with notes, as it is an important part of the source of the non-selector series. About and proposed use: Our non-knelt series is an alternative to traditional lectures and notes in the classroom – and puts more emphasis on discussion, student questioning, and student
creation. All topics in the unelected series include a video script template with notes, a presentation of the beginnings of questions with unforgettable comics / illustrations for discussion in the classroom, and an accessibility guide. Each topic has a section dedicated to why is this content a matter? and an opportunity for students to use their knowledge of the Foundation to create a
product. See detailed questions and answers about using them and read reviews on our Unlectured page. Where can I find topics not using the series? Topics on this page are linked individually alongside certain topics with teachers paying teachers (TpT), but we recommend that you view our Unlectured page, where they are all grouped together. What are video companions? 
Unlike recap handouts and annotated video script templates---which are designed to be used only after students watch video---video companions can be used both during and after watching the video. However, they are only useful during a video when the video is paused. Video companions often work with our several videos that have pause function. [Specifically, they work with
videos where students are asked to pause the video to reflect on the question]. Video companions can resemble questions similar to recap assets (such as an accompanying video with a codonation chart) or use a script similar to a video dog template with annotations (for example, a companion for video reviews). Suggested use for video companions: We strongly recommend
that students have access to these videos during the video, but it should be emphasized that they should not be completed during video playback unless the pause feature is used [the video suggests when to pause]. Then they can be processed after the video is finished. These make the big end of the activity class, which can then be reviewed together the next day of the class
as a refresher. The review companion is especially lengthy as it checks many videos so it would be for a few days. Where can I find them? Currently we only have two because they are created only if there is a video that specifically uses the pause feature as mentioned above. One of them can be found in the Codon Charts theme category and the other under the topic Reviews.
Our flyers are designed for classroom use, and you can find our terms of use here! Please note: the terms of use prohibit the public disclosure of response keys made from our content as this is a change published content (and a disservice to other teachers and students who use them). We offer official Amoeba Sisters answer keys (linked to this website teachers pay teachers-
TPT) that also have these same conditions. We allow our images and GIFs to be shared on presentations and social media, provided that they are not edited and are not used for financial gain (i.e. our images or GIFs cannot be in or on an item you sell). More information about our terms of use can be found here. Distance learning and learning? We receive more emails than
usual! Check out our page with our FAQs here. The resources on this page are listed by topic in alphabetical order under the purple terms of use box---scroll down just a little more. Would you rather search by the suggested sequence? Wondering which topic name to look for? Check out our course playlist page! What we offer FOR FREE:Our videos are always free! We are
working hard to create them; it usually takes us a month to release one video. You can access our full learning playlist here and you can subscribe to our channel to be announced whenever we release a new video! Many video themes offer free student recap PDF handouts that you can download and use for all your students, which you can find below on this page. (Please read
our Terms of Use, which describe their use, as they cannot be sold and respond to keys made using them cannot be publicly available online because it makes it difficult for others to use them.) Check out their proposed use in this video. Our GIFs and comics that you can use in your presentations, place on websites or share on social media---sure that you adhere to the terms of
use (which includes that they cannot be inserted into the items you sell, and our name cannot be cropped/edited from them). We think our GIFs and comics can be great starters and work great for asking questions about content! What you will find in the column labeled On TpT (Teachers Pay Teachers) on this page for certain topics: We sell official answer keys that correspond to
free website recap of PDF flyers. This helps to support our work. You can find them on this page next to each topic. We also have many of our response keys in bundles that are discounted from purchasing them individually. Answer keys offer convenience and can also be useful if you're new to content. As stated in the product descriptions, please don't buy a key without first
making sure that you have a free matching handout from this site that it goes for it (and that you've found that a free student flyer is perfect for your class). Sell a few select recap handouts that come with custom keys to answer. These linked (but can be found on this page. They are styled just like our regular free handouts in grid format for the use of exit tickets, but tend to cover
more detailed/less standard topics. For example, the properties of water and endosymbiotic theory have selected substrates (with accompanying keys). For some videos, we sell annotated video script templates. You can find these linked (but not uploaded) on this page. The template provides students with the opportunity to sketch, identify key points, identify important
vocabulary, and come up with their own questions. Our script is modified on these templates to make it easier to annotate. PS All our non-knelt series themes already contain annotated video script templates with them, because it is an important part of the Unelected Resource series.Our Unlectured Series! The Unlectured series is designed to be an alternative to traditional
lectures/notes and encourages students to question, discuss and create students. In our complete first series there are 18 topics and these topics are individually linked on this page. We also have them all available together in our package of 18 topics. What does TpT mean? Teachers Pay Teachers (TpT) allows teachers to be able to financially support themselves for their work,
which allows us to continue our creation! TpT contains all kinds of amazing resources (in all areas of PK-12 content!) created by many who are, or have been, in the classroom. While we plan to always have free resources available (and of course, our videos are always free) because it's part of our mission, we greatly appreciate the support from those that purchase items that we
offer exclusively on TpT. So I need a TpT account to purchase items on TpT? Yes, you need an account to access it at any time. It is free to make an account on TpT. Here is their general registration page for a personal account: www.teacherspayteachers.com/SignupCan school create a TpT account? Or use purchase orders? Check out the new TpT for schools. This allows
schools to purchase the items they need through one place for their teachers, and it works well with school orders. Even if your school doesn't have a TpT account for schools, it's possible to purchase something on TPT with a school purchase order. Can I have one mega bundle of everything you have on TpT? We have been asked to do this more often now, and we know that
some TpT creators are able to offer it. The problem that we have is that (A) we always actively create and (B) we want to avoid that growing volume because we never know how many resources we're going to keep creating. So, keep this above in mind, here are the options we have when it comes to the mega bundle issue:Option 1) We have a mega TpT package for all
resources up to a certain date. Option 2) Contact us and tell us all the items you would like in your own package. No, not all of our videos have an accompanying source. This usually happens when we have a new video and we have has not yet completed the accompanying source.  Since a video that does not have a source will not be on this handout page, please bookmark our
complete video playlist to access all of our videos. You can subscribe to our YouTube channel to be notified when new videos are released. Our videos and resources are designed to specifically focus on TEKS science (Texas standards), but they often overlap in many places. If possible, you can find teks on this page. We started to include NGSS, which can be supported by our
video themes. However, we want to stress that our videos and resources cannot be fully included in any standard because we believe that a strong laboratory foundation, student inquiry and course discussion are critical to fully addressing scientific standards. Our goal is that our videos and resources complement the level that students manage. There are so many free tools for it
now that it works in Chrome itself! Consider a free, fast Chrome Kami extension or a free Chrome DocHub app (not associated with a single tool). These tools allow you to analyte and write in pdf and work well with Google products. Here's an example in our quick video on our Twitter page! Just a reminder though: always check the privacy policy/terms of use of any tool before
using it in your classroom. When these handouts are used in the classroom as quick formative checks, you (1) are able to ensure that the answers you receive are from the student who forwarded them to you, (2) you can help students with the just-in-time they need, and (3) you can adjust the lessons to answer reading. They can also be incorporated into the class discussion.  We
think it is very important that this despite not being received this issue yet. We want to show students that we all make mistakes and that it is not only important to correct --- but also to grow out of them. We strive to be lifelong students and share our learning like this (on Twitter) or this (on Twitter)! Sometimes we came across a typo or a grammatical mistake. Sometimes we get
useful feedback for a video that we should add an explanation or that something has been mis pronounced. Textbooks have methods to handle errata, and as edutubers, we've also been looking for ways to handle it. Here's some information on how we handle the different types of these issues in our videos.  As for our handouts/resources--- it's a free resource, we can make
adjustments to this page. If it's on TpT, we can update it right there. If it's more than a minor typo on TpT, we can send a note to all TpT buyers to let them know why we made the adjustment. We've created so many comics and GIFs now on so many of our video themes, and we think they're so powerful in the classroom. Take comic here about the enzyme (one of our many
enzyme comics). Just think about the power of projecting this on screen and the questions that might be asked about how it relates to the topic studied. Or better yet, asking students to come up with questions. Questions like: How is this comic related to our content? What environmental conditions could actually denature an enzyme? If that were the reality, would all enzyme
customers have the same requirement? These are just some examples, and these opportunities are naturally built into our unlektured series! We share our individual comics and GIFs so that we can start discussions like these, and feel free to use them---such you have followed our terms of use. As creators, we hope to continue to improve, which means that as our art and sound
improve, we make videos again. Still, we try to avoid deleting old videos or resources because we want students to see this path. We think it's important for students to know that everyone starts as a beginner! If we redo the video, we usually will post a newer version of the video link on this page and then still keep a link to the old video too. Old assets can still be used with new
videos because they make sure that our new videos still contain previous information. Occasionally we will update old video handout graphics, but we have found that they seem to wreak havoc, so we are less likely to change old handouts. Our videos are free! Subscribing to our channel is also free and would make us the happiest amébs! Subscribe to our YouTube channel?
Reminder: The Terms of Use prohibit the public disclosure of answer keys made from our handouts. This is an adaptation of our copyrighted work (and a disservice to teachers and students who use them). Scrolling alphabetically, but not sure if you're looking for the same topic name we're using? Check out our course playlist page for help! * Texas Teachers: Includes material
covered by effective biology TEKS B.6F.*Video may support components of NGSS HS-LS3-1. Alloles and Genes Recap - Amoeba Sisters PDFFile Size: 441 kbFile Type: pdfSay file Answer Key to alloles and recap genes. This helps support our creation! For this video, we offer our annotated video script TEMPLATES. Our template provides students with space to add notes,
sketch their learning, identify verbal vocab, and ask their own questions. Note: We have not created a free handout on this topic. ATP Recap- Amoeba Sisters PDF.pdfFile Size: 549 kbFile Type: pdfSave file you will find ATP listed in many of our comics and GIFs! Find the ATP listed in our Mitochondrial GIF and Mobile Traffic GIF on our GIF page! Answer the key to the ATP
recap. This helps support our creation! * Texas teachers: material covered in effective biology TEKS B.10C, Simplified 6. 6. ngss HS-LS1-2. Biological Levels Organization Recapitulation-Amoeba Sisters PDFFile Size: 305 kbFile Type: pdfSate the file also, check out our biological levels organization GIF on our GIF page! * Texas Teachers: Includes material covered by effective
biology TEKS B.9A.*Video may support components of NGSS HS-LS1-6. Biomolecules V.2 Recap - Amoeba Sisters PDFFile Size: 561 kbFile Type: pdfDownload File Also, check out our biomolecules comics and GIFs! Answer Key to Biomolecule recap. This helps support our creation! Theme is part of our Unlectured! * Texas Teachers: Includes material covered by simplified
biology TEKS B.10A and 7th grade science TEKS 7.12B.*Video may support components of NGSS HS-LS1-2. Body Systems Recap - Amoeba Sisters PDFFile Size: 536 kbFile Type: pdfDownload File Also, check out our body systems comics! Answer key to body systems recap. This helps support our creation! Theme is part of our Unlectured! * Texas Teachers: Includes
material covered by simplified biology TEKS B.4A and 6. Check out our cell comics and GIFs! Answer the key to the Intro to the recap cells. This helps support our creation! Theme is part of our Unlectured! * Texas Teachers: Includes material covered by simplified biology TEKS B.5A and B.5C. Check out our mobile GIF cycle! Note: We haven't created free handouts on the
subject, but we do offer resources to buy on TpT. Check out our commented TEMPLATE video script, which gives students space to take notes, outline their learning, identify verbal vocab, and ask their own questions. [NOTE: You can purchase it separately above or it is part of the Unlectured series below]. Theme is part of our Unlectured! * Texas Teachers: Includes material
that can support simplified biology of TEKS B.4B. However, our mobile transport video will actually include transport components. *Video can support NGSS-LS1-2 components. Check out our cell membrane comics. Note: We haven't created free handouts on the subject, but we do offer a resource to buy on TpT. Check out our guided video script TEMPLATE for this topic. Our
template provides students with space to add notes, sketch their learning, identify verbal vocab, and ask their own questions. Check out our comic ligand! Note: We haven't created free handouts on the subject, but we do offer a resource to buy on TpT. Check out our guided video script TEMPLATE for this topic. Our template provides students with space to add notes, sketch
their learning, identify verbal vocab, and ask their own questions. * Texas Teachers: Includes material covered by simplified biology TEKS B.4B. Cell transfer Améba Sisters PDFSet Size: 600 KbSets: pdfSate file response key key Mobile transport. This helps support our creation! Theme is part of our Unlectured! For this video, we offer our annotated video script TEMPLATES.
Our template provides students with space to add notes, sketch their learning, identify verbal vocab, and ask their own questions. Note: We have not created a free handout on this topic. Check out our karyotype GIF on our GIF page! Note: We have not created a free handout on this topic, but we offer a resource to buy on TpT. For this video, we offer annotated video script
TEMPLATES. Our template provides students with space to add notes, sketch their learning, identify verbal vocab, and ask their own questions. * Texas Teachers: Includes material covered in biology by TEKS B.5A and B.6G. Chromosome Numbers Recap- Améba SistersFile: 668 kbFile Type: pdfSaconitor pdf In addition, we have two useful GIFs under mitosis and meiosis on
our GIF page that show the number of chromosomes during these processes. Answer key to recap chromosome numbers. This helps support our creation! Free Video Resources Select Theme Recap and Key: Select recap handouts are styled as our free recap handouts, but tend to cover more detailed/less standard themes. For example, water properties, endosymbiotic theory,
and Nemendelian inheritance are topics that have selected substrates (with accompanying keys). This supports our work! How to Read Codon Chart Video Companion-Amoeba Sisters PDFFile Size: 554 kbFile Type: pdfDownload File Note: These are video companion handouts instead of recap handouts. What's the difference? The proposed use and purpose is a little different.
See more information at the top of our page where we are talking about the proposed use. Amoeba Sisters Terms of Use Reminder: The Terms of Use prohibit the public disclosure of response keys made from our leaflets. This is an adaptation of our copyrighted work (and a disservice to teachers and students who use them). Scrolling alphabetically, but not sure if you're looking
for the same topic name we're using? Check out our course playlist page for help! * Texas Teachers: Includes material covered by simplified biology TEKS B.8B and 7th grade science TEK 7.11A. * Texas Teachers: Includes material covered by simplified biology TEKS B.6F. Dihybrid CrossEs Recap - Amoeba Sisters PDFFile Size: 531 kbFile Type: pdfDownload File Check out
our GIF foils that may be useful for dihybrid crosses! Answer Key to Dihybrid cross recap. This helps support our creation! The video has been updated! The script is very similar to the script in the original video, but the new version has improved the art and sound! Both videos stay up!*Texas teachers: Includes material covered by simplified biology in TEKS can support NGSS
HS-LS1-4 components. * Texas Teachers: Includes material covered by simplified biology TEKS B.6C.* Video may support support NGSS HS-LS3-1. NOTE: We don't always update old handouts when we update a video, but we've decided to update that handout! It is very similar, but with updated drawings and a few other questions. The updated handout is below and, like the
old handout, focuses on two videos. The front (page 1) focuses on dna vs. RNA video, and the back (page 2) focuses on protein synthesis video. UPDATED DNA vs. RNA and Protein Synthesis Recap - Amoeba Sisters PDFFile Size: 445 kbFile Type: pdfDownload File prefer old handouts? Click to expand *Note: Handouts cover 2 separate videos. The front (page 1) focuses on
DNA vs. RNA video &amp; back (page 2) on the protein synthesis video. OLD DNA vs. RNA and Protein Synthesis Recap - Amoeba Sisters PDFFile Size: 647 kbFile Type: pdfDownload File Look at our DNA vs. RNA comic and RNA GIF types! Answer Key to DNA vs. RNA and protein synthesis recap. Note: We've updated this to include both key---one to the original (old) student
recap and one to a new (updated) student recap. * Texas Teachers: Includes material covered by simplified biology TEKS B.12A. It also includes material included in the simplified 8. * Texas Teachers: Includes material covered in effective biology of TEKS B.11B. It also includes material covered with simplified 7th grade TEKS 7.10C. * Texas Teachers: Includes material covered
by simplified biology TEKS B.4A. Check out our endosymbiotic comic theories! Note: We haven't created any free handouts on the subject, but we do offer a source for purchase on TpT. Select Theme Recap and Key: Select recap handouts are styled as our free recap handouts, but tend to cover more detailed/less standard themes. For example, water properties, endosymbiotic
theory, and Nemendelian inheritance are topics that have selected substrates (with accompanying keys). This supports our work! * Texas Teachers: Includes material covered by simplified biology TEKS B.9C. * This includes an advanced theme of how cells can still produce ATP, even if oxygen is limited. Check out our fermentation comics! Note: We have not created any free
handouts for fermentation, but we do offer a source for purchase on TpT. Select the topic Recap and Key: select recap handouts are stylized as our free recap handouts, but tend to cover more detailed/less standard themes. For example, water properties, endosymbiotic theory, and Nemendelian inheritance are topics that have selected substrates (with accompanying keys). This
supports our work! * Texas Teachers: Includes material covered by simplified biology TEKS B.12C and 7th grade science TEK 7.10B.*Video may support NGSS components Check out our related comics and gel electrophoresis GIFs! Note: We have not created a free handout on this topic, but we offer a resource to buy on TpT. Select a theme recap and key: select recap
handouts are styled just like ours free recap handouts, but tend to cover more detailed/less standard topics. For example, water properties, endosymbiotic theory, and Nemendelian inheritance are topics that have selected substrates (with accompanying keys). This supports our work! * Texas Teachers: Includes material covered by simplified biology TEKS B.6D. Check out our
GIF generegulation! Note: We have not created a free handout on this topic, but we offer a resource to buy on TpT. For this video, we offer our annotated video script TEMPLATES. Our template provides students with space to add notes, sketch their learning, identify verbal vocab, and ask their own questions. * Texas Teachers: Includes material covered by simplified biology
TEKS B.7F. *Video can support NGSS HS-LS4-2, HS-LS4-3, HS-LS4-4 components. Genetic Drift Recap- Amoeba Sisters PDFFile Size: 580 kbFile Type: pdfSay file Answer Key to Genetic Drift Recap. This helps support our creation! Theme is part of our Unlectured! Amoeba Sisters Terms of Use Reminder: The Terms of Use prohibit the public disclosure of response keys
made from our leaflets. This is an adaptation of our copyrighted work (and a disservice to teachers and students who use them). Scrolling alphabetically, but not sure if you're looking for the same topic name we're using? Check out our course playlist page for help! * Texas Teachers: Includes material covered by effective biology TEKS B.4B.*Video may support components of
NGSS HS-LS1-3. Check out our comics on positive and negative feedback! Select the theme recap and key: Select recap handouts are styled just like our regular free recap handouts, but tend to cover more detailed/less standard themes. For example, water properties, endosymbiotic theory, and Nemendelian inheritance are topics that have selected substrates (with
accompanying keys). This supports our work! Free Video Resources With the processes in this video, we find it a great theme for our annotated video script TEMPLATE. Our template provides students with space to add notes, sketch their learning, identify verbal vocab, and ask their own questions. * Texas Teachers: Includes material covered by simplified biology TEKS B.6F.
Check out our incomplete dominance/codominance illustrations. Note: We haven't created free handouts on the subject, but we do offer a resource to purchase on TpT. Select the theme recap and key: select recap handouts are styled just like our regular free recap handouts, but tend to cover more detailed/less standard themes. For example, water properties, endosymbiotic
theory, and Nemendelian inheritance are topics that have selected substrates (with accompanying keys). This our work! * Texas Teachers: Includes material covered by effective biology TEKS B.6G.*Video may support components of NGSS-LS3-2. * Texas Teachers: Includes material covered in effective biology of TEKS TEKS can support NGSS HS-LS1-4 components. Mitosis
Recap-Amoeba Sisters PDFFile Size: 2968 kbFile Type: pdfSa download file Check out our comic book division cells (don't forget to hit 'previous' under the bottom comic to see them all) and our mitosis GIFs! Answer Key to Mitosis recap. This helps support our creation! Theme is part of our Unlectured! * Texas Teachers: Includes material covered by effective biology TEKS B.5A
and B.6G.*Video may support components NGSS HS-LS1-4 and NGSS-LS3-2. Select handouts and key: select recap handouts are styled just like our regular free recap handouts, but tend to cover more detailed/less standard themes. For example, water properties, endosymbiotic theory, and Nemendelian inheritance are topics that have selected substrates (with accompanying
keys). This supports our work! * Texas Teachers: Includes material covered by simplified biology TEKS B.6F This video has been updated! [Do you prefer the old video? It stays up!] * Texas Teachers: Includes material covered by simplified biology TEKS B.6E. NOTE: We don't always update old handouts when we update a video, but we've decided to update that handout! It is
very similar, but with updated drawings and a few other questions. The updated handout is given below. Old handouts remain available under the new one. UPDATED Mutation Recap by Améba Sisters-Améba Sisters PDFFile Size: 469 kbFile Type: pdfDownload File prefers OLd handouts? Click to expand. OLD Mutation Recap - Amoeba Sisters PDFFile Size: 602 kbFile Type:
pdfSa download file Check out our mutation graphics and GIFs! Answer the key to mutation recap. Note: We've updated this to include both key---one to the original (old) student recap and one to a new (updated) student recap. * Texas Teachers: Includes material covered by simplified biology TEKS B.7C, B.7D and B.7E. *Video can support NGSS HS-LS4-2, HS-LS4-3, HS-LS4-
4 components. PS The above video is an intro to science video. Science helps develop scientific theories and laws. However, we know that many students have the misconception that scientific theories turn into laws with enough evidence, or that scientific theory is just a theory. We have a separate video that can help with these misconceptions- scroll down under the theme
theory. Nature Science Recap-Amoeba Sisters PDFFile Size: 384 kbFile Type: pdfDownload File Check out our nature science related illustrations, including this infocomic mention experimental vocab design. Answer The key to the nature of science recap. This helps support our creation! We license some of our art in our Redbubble store. On request, we created a poster version
on Redbubble of our occasional vs. scientific words of comic theory. Amoeba Sisters Terms of Use Reminder: The Terms of Use prohibit the public disclosure of response keys made from our leaflets. This is an adaptation of our copyrighted work (and bear bear students who use them). Scrolling alphabetically, but not sure if you're looking for the same topic name we're using?
Check out our course playlist page for help! * Texas Teachers: Includes material covered by simplified biology TEKS B.4B. Check out our PCR GIF (you'll find it about halfway on our GIF page) next to the GIF gel electrophoresis! We haven't created the handouts for this video yet; we hope to have something created in early 2021! * Texas Teachers: This is a modern biology
concept, but overlaps with the material covered in TEKS B.6F biology. * Texas Teachers: Includes material covered by simplified biology TEKS B.9B and builds on 7th grade science TEKS 7.5A.*Video may support components of NGSS HS-LS1-5. * Texas Teachers: Includes material covered in effective biology of TEKS B.10B. * Texas Teachers: Includes material covered in
effective biology of TEKS B.10B. Check out our many plant comics! Don't forget to hit the previous one below the last comic shown to see more. Note: We have not created a free handout on this topic, but we offer a resource to buy on TpT. For this video, we offer our annotated video script TEMPLATES. Our template provides students with space to add notes, sketch their
learning, identify verbal vocab, and ask their own questions. Note: These concepts are already included in our video cells and sources–but this shorter video isolates prokaryotic vs. eukaryotic cells. * Texas Teachers: Includes material covered by simplified biology TEKS B.4A and 6. Prokaryotic vs. Eukaryotic Cells Recap- Amoeba Sisters PDFFile Size: 370 kbFile Type:
pdfDownload File We have many cell comics, but this is one of our favorites on the subject. Also, check out our prokaryotic vs eukaryotic CELL GIFs! I'm looking for your old video called Prokaryotes and Eukaryotes and old handouts? Click here to access our old Prokaryotes and Eukaryotes video! He'll stay up there. Below is our old flyer as well. Note: As stated in the product
description, the offered key on TpT goes to the new handout. There is no active key to this old handout. OLD Prokaryote/ Eukaryote Recap - Amoeba Sisters PDFFile Size: 437 kbFile Type: pdfSach file response key to Prokaryotic vs. Eukaryotic cells. This supports our creation! Select the theme recap and key: select recap handouts are styled just like our regular free recap
handouts, but tend to cover more detailed/less standard themes. For example, water properties, endosymbiotic theory, and Nemendelian inheritance are topics that have selected substrates (with accompanying keys). Theme is part of our Unlectured! Check out our GIF protein structure! Note: We have not created a free but we offer a source to buy on TpT. For this video, we offer
our annotated video script TEMPLATES. Our template provides students with space Sketch their teachings, identify verbal vocab, and ask their own questions. * Texas Teachers: Includes material covered by effective biology of TEKS B.6C.*Video may support components of NGSS HS-LS3-1. P.S. Did you know that we just made a short video on how to read a codon chart? To
find it, check out the topic on this Codon charts page. :) NOTE: We don't always update old handouts when we update a video, but we've decided to update that handout! It is very similar, but with updated drawings and a few other questions. The updated handout is below and, like the old handout, focuses on two videos. The front (page 1) focuses on dna vs. RNA video, and the
back (page 2) focuses on protein synthesis video. UPDATED DNA vs. RNA and Protein Synthesis Recap - Amoeba Sisters PDFFile Size: 445 kbFile Type: pdfDownload File prefer old handouts? Click to expand. OLD DNA vs. RNA and Protein Synthesis Recapitulation - Amoeba Sisters PDFFile Size: 647 kbFile Type: pdfDownload File *Note: Handout covers 2 separate videos.
The front (page 1) focuses on DNA vs. RNA video &amp; back (page 2) on the protein synthesis video. Also, the old video protein synthesis still exists if preferred. Check out our comics on protein synthesis and GIFs! Theme is part of our Unlectured! * Texas Teachers: This will walk briefly through the concepts in 37 of our playlist videos. We chose these videos because they
have concepts that support many TEKS biology. A video companion for students is available on TPT here! This video companion closely follows our Walk playlist (Biology Review) video. We licensed some of our art for our Redbubble store. Check out our poster study tips here. Amoeba Sisters Terms of Use Reminder: The Terms of Use prohibit the public disclosure of response
keys made from our leaflets. This is an adaptation of our copyrighted work (and a disservice to teachers and students who use them). * Texas Teachers: This may correlate with many TEKS processes related to the safety of the science lab. Lab Security Recap-Amoeba Sisters PDFFile Size: 395 kbFile Type: pdfSa download file Check out our laboratory security commemorations
comic here We licensed some of our art for our Redbubble store. Check out our lab security posters here. * Texas Teachers: Includes material covered in effective biology of TEKS B.6F Check out our potassium sodium GIF! The video shows how sodium and potassium electrochemical gradients (which sodium potassium pump helps maintain) can be used by other proteins.
Check out our protein transporter graphics! For this video, we offer our annotated video script TEMPLATES. Our template gives students the space to sketching their learning, identifying the vocab and asking their own questions. * Texas Teachers: Includes material covered in effective biology of TEKS B.5B. For this video, we offer our annotated video script TEMPLATES. Our
template gives students space to add notes, notes, their learning, identify vocabulary and ask their own questions. *This video supports NGSS HS-LS1-1 components. Select the theme recap and key: Select recap handouts are styled just like our regular free recap handouts, but tend to cover more detailed/less standard themes. For example, water properties, endosymbiotic
theory, and Nemendelian inheritance are topics that have selected substrates (with accompanying keys). This supports our work! *Video can support NGSS HS-LS4-5 components. Select the theme recap and key: Select recap handouts are styled just like our regular free recap handouts, but tend to cover more detailed/less standard themes. For example, water properties,
endosymbiotic theory, and Nemendelian inheritance are topics that have selected substrates (with accompanying keys). This supports our work! Note: We are concerned about the increase in vaccine-preventable diseases in our area. The video details for this video include links to further reading suggestions from several peer-reviewed sources that can help address many of the
myths that exist about vaccines. While we don't have any background on the subject at this time, check out our related illustrations! * Texas Teachers: Includes material covered by simplified biology TEKS B.4C. Viruses Recap-Amoeba Sisters PDFFile Size: 436 kbFile Type: pdfDownload File Check out our many virus comics (don't forget to click on the previous one in the bottom
left corner of the last comic book to see them all!) and our GIF replication virus! did you have an old video and handout for this topic? Yes, here's a link to our old video. The old flyer's downstairs. We don't offer a key for this old flyer. OLD Virus Recap - Amoeba SistersFile Size: 679 kbFile Type: pdf Download file response key to virus recap. This helps support our creation! Theme
is part of our Unlectured! P.S. Click above graphic to see our blog post on the subject. While these absolute statements don't seem to include edu videos on YouTube (yet), we believe the effectiveness of edu videos also depends on how they are used, so we made a video with some suggestions! Proposals!
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